Find & Connect to Thousands of APIs

One SDK. One API Key. One Dashboard.

The World's Largest API Marketplace

Billions of API calls

1M+ Developers

192 Countries & Regions

10,000 APIs

RapidAPIs Leading Providers:
- twilio
- Microsoft
- skyscanner
- SendGrid
- nexmo
- Google
- TeleSign
- crunchbase
- FullContact
- KAIROS

RapidAPI
RapidAPI for Teams - Share & Collaborate on APIs

Design APIs, Share them with your Team, & Collaborate on Internal APIs and Services.

Publishing & Sharing APIs:
- Design & Publish APIs
- Secure API Access Control
- Monitor and Analyze API Consumption

Finding & Consuming APIs:
- Discover Internal APIs
- View API Documentation & Test
- Connect to Public APIs
- Share Public API Subscriptions with your Team

Everything You Need to Productively Share & Collaborate on APIs:
- OpenAPI Support
- CI/CD Integration
- SSO Support
- Import Users from GitHub, G-Suite, AD
- API Uptime & Response Time Statistics
- Granular API Access Control
- API Access Approval Workflow

Get Started Today on RapidAPI:
1. Create Organization on RapidAPI.com
2. Invite Developers
3. Publish APIs